PSG COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

PSG College of Technology, an institution of academic excellence, was founded in the year 1951 by PSG & Sons’ Charities Trust. The institution is equipped with latest facilities and excellent infrastructure. The college has signed MoUs with research organizations and industries to promote closer interaction in the areas of technology development, student training, curriculum updation and establishment of state-of-art-centers of excellence. The mission of the institution is to provide world-class engineering education, foster research and development, evolve innovative applications of technology, encourage entrepreneurship and ultimately mould young men and women capable of assuming leadership of the society for the betterment of the country.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The Department of Information Technology was established in the year 1999 with a vision to develop quality engineers to meet the current needs in the emerging world of IT. The department endeavors to educate students to acquire technical expertise and knowledge in the field of Information Technology to enable them to communicate and use that knowledge constructively for the benefit of the society. The department offers one undergraduate programme in Information Technology and two postgraduate programmes in Information Technology and Biometrics & Cyber Security. The department interacts persistently with esteemed academic institutions, reputed industries and R&D organizations to keep abreast of the latest technologies. Both our UG and PG programmes have the pride of being accredited for 6 years and 3 years respectively by National Board of Accreditation, New Delhi.

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

NCCIS-2021 aims at bringing in researchers from the areas of computational and information sciences, to exchange new research ideas and to explore new grounds. The goal of the conference is to facilitate the application of modern computing technologies to science, engineering and Information Technologies. This conference will consist of invited keynote presentations and contributed presentations of latest developments in computational and information science.

TOPICS OF INTEREST

Original Contributions are solicited on topics covered under broad areas not restricted to the following topics:

- Big Data Analytics
- Data mining
- Social Network Analytics
- Machine Learning
- Deep Learning
- Networking and communication
- Machine Learning
- Web Intelligence
- Cloud Computing
- Internet of Things
- Information Retrieval
- Computational Intelligence
- Evolutionary Computing
- Healthcare Analytics
- Cyber Physical Systems
- Human Computer Interaction
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Registration Category: Academician/IndustryParticipant / Research Scholar/Student
DD No: _______________ Date: _______________
Bank: _______________ Amount: _______________
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Organizing Secretary, NCCIS-2021  
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Authors are requested to submit full papers by email (nccis2021@gmail.com) as per the following guidelines:

- Maximum 10 pages in Word format
- IEEE standard double column format in A4 sheet
- Times New Roman font, Size 12 pts
- First sheet should include: Title of the Paper, Authors’ Names, Affiliation & Email-id

REGISTRATION
The registration fee (inclusive of GST) for the conference:

Industry Participants : Rs.2000/-
Academiens / Research Scholars: Rs.1500/-
Students : Rs.1000/-

Registration fee is to be paid by Demand Draft in favor of “PSG CNCE”, payable at Coimbatore.

KEYDATES
Full Paper by Email : 28.02.2021
Notification of Acceptance : 20.03.2021
Camera Ready Final Paper : 07.04.2021

Note: Extended version of the selected papers will be considered for the publication in National Journal of Technology & UGC Approved Journals.

ACCOMMODATION
Limited accommodation may be available at the college hostel on a sharing basis at nominal cost.
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